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INTRODUCTION
We have completed the first year of our second Aboriginal
Education Enhancement Agreement (AEEA). As we
examine the growth of our Aboriginal learners we
continue to reflect upon where we have come from.
Aboriginal student progress has been reviewed through
indicator data tied directly to our AEEA and was collected
at the school, district and provincial levels.
AEEA data has shown a significant increase in the six-year
Dogwood completion rate though this must be tempered
with the fact that this rate includes six-year Aboriginal
adult graduates.
Anecdotal and survey evidence indicate modest growth in
the integration of authentic Aboriginal knowledge, history
and traditions within classrooms.
We continue to address common concerns as to systemic
and structural barriers facing Aboriginal learners within
our district.
There is a growing appreciation for a district focus on
shared responsibility for the delivery of enhanced Aboriginal
education as indicated within survey and interview data.

The Surrey School District and its partners in
Aboriginal education serve to build and maintain
positive relations that enhance Aboriginal
student achievement.
PARTNERS:
Katzie First Nation
Semiahmoo First Nation
Nova Métis Heritage Association
Fraser Region Aboriginal Friendship Centre Association
B.C. Ministry of Education
Surrey School District

Our journey continues to foster and celebrate studentcentered learning that focuses not only on the needs, but
also on the strengths and aspirations of each and every
Aboriginal learner.
In Year Two we will continue to progress toward our AEEA
goals and our district vision of having every Aboriginal
learner graduate with dignity, purpose, and options.

“We are witnessing the normalization
of being Aboriginal within our school”
Aboriginal Teacher Advocate

Surrey currently enrolls
3,381 Aboriginal students in
Kindergarten to grade 12.
Ministry of Education Data

“I want to step up and fight for more
Aboriginal rights in the world and prove
to every disbeliever that Aboriginal
people are equal to everyone”
-Secondary Student participant at WindSpeaker conference

“More than 80 students enrolled in
English First Peoples 10 in 2014.”
District statistic
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PURPOSE
This report shares student progress made through the first
year (2013/14) of Surrey School District’s 2013–2018
Aboriginal Education Enhancement Agreement (AEEA). It
will focus on performance growth and experiential
opportunities afforded Surrey’s Aboriginal learners within
the following, three AEEA goal areas:
• Increase positive identity and sense of belonging for
		 all Aboriginal learners,
• Increase knowledge and understanding of Aboriginal
		 history, traditions and culture for all learners, and
• Increase achievement for all Aboriginal learners.
The AEEA outlines a collaborative plan that is guided by a
collective vision. This plan is a shared responsibility
between local Aboriginal communities, the Board of
Education, District Education Services – Aboriginal
Education, the Aboriginal Education Council and the
Ministry of Education.
The AEEA serves to:
• Respect and affirm positive relationships between local
		 Aboriginal families and communities, and the district;
• Develop a better understanding among school
		 and district administration, teachers, and support
		 staff re contemporary and historical issues that may
		 impact the achievement of Aboriginal learners;
• Educate all learners about the history and culture of
		 Aboriginal peoples;
• Foster an environment that supports Aboriginal
		 learners to develop a positive personal and
		 cultural identity;
• Focus on the strengths that Aboriginal learners bring
		 to the education system and;
• Celebrate the achievement of Aboriginal learners.

“Our staff is working at creating a
deeper understanding of what it means
to be an Aboriginal”
Secondary Administrator

“I like coming to school. There is an
Aboriginal room where you can hang
out, get help, and make friends.”
Aboriginal Secondary Student

“58% of Surrey’s graduating Grade 12’s
intend on going to a post secondary
learning institution.”
District Aboriginal Student Survey

“Surrey’s six-year graduation rate has
risen by 13% this year”
HWAD (Ministry Achievement Data)

“I really like the shared responsibility
aspect of the second (AEEA) agreement”
Aboriginal Teacher Advocate

“Courage comes from within, not from
people saying you have it.”
Secondary Student participant at WindSpeaker conference

“We are kindling an awareness of
Aboriginal social injustices through our
history curricula”
Aboriginal Teacher Advocate
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ABORIGINAL EDUCATION
ENHANCEMENT SERVICES
Aboriginal Education Services enhance the achievement
and success of Aboriginal learners.
CHART 1: Number of students who self-identify as Aboriginal (2013/14 BC Ministry
of Education Aboriginal Report: How Are We Doing?)

Objective 1.1: Determine baseline data for Aboriginal
learners’ perception of positive identity
Student Perceptions of positive identity (2013–14 Surrey
Aboriginal Survey)
• 98% of elementary and 94% of secondary Aboriginal
		 learners feel good about themselves a lot or sometimes
• Ministry data on Aboriginal learners indicates that
		 93% of Surrey’s elementary and 86% of its secondary
		 students report they respect others

Objective 1.2: Determine baseline data for Aboriginal
learner perception of sense of belonging
Perceptions of students’ sense of belonging (2013–14
Surrey Aboriginal Survey)
• 96% of elementary and 94% of secondary Aboriginal
		 learners feel comfortable at school a lot or sometimes
• 97% of elementary and 93% of secondary
		 Aboriginal learners feel they have someone to hang
		 out with at school

UNDERSTANDING DATA IN
THE YEAR ONE REPORT
This report presents selected results for Aboriginal learners
over the first year of the second Aboriginal Education
Enhancement Agreement in Surrey. Data represents growth
in the following goal areas:

GOAL 1: INCREASE POSITIVE
IDENTITY AND SENSE OF
BELONGING FOR ALL
ABORIGINAL LEARNERS
Aboriginal Student Reflections:
• We are very passionate people. We show it in many
		 different ways through culture, acceptance,
		 consideration and respect for others.
• We should be who we are, not who people want us to be.
• I want to show the world that I am going to do
		 great things.
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• 98% of elementary and 97% of secondary Aboriginal
		 learners feel connected to two or more adults at
		 school a lot or sometimes
• Ministry data indicates that 83% of elementary and
		 60% of secondary students in Surrey report feeling
		 safe at school all or many times
School and District Strategies (2013–14) that supported a
Sense of Belonging
• 352 Aboriginal students participated in daily breakfast
		 programs within 25 elementary school settings
• 800 Kindergarten through Grade 12 Aboriginal
		 students and their families took part in the annual
		 Winter Festival
• 600 family and staff came together to witness the
		 district’s honoring ceremony of 120 Grade 11 and
		 12 students. This is an annual event.
• 300 Aboriginal learners and their families, within six
		 elementary schools, participated in a program
		 called: Bannock and Books
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GOAL 2: INCREASE
KNOWLEDGE AND
UNDERSTANDING OF
ABORIGINAL HISTORY,
TRADITIONS AND CULTURE
FOR ALL LEARNERS
Aboriginal Student Reflections
• An Elder came in to welcome us. I was given the
		 honor to present her with tobacco and tell her about
		 our (WindSpeaker Aboriginal Leadership) program.
• When I spend my summer in nature I get in touch
		 with myself but when I come back to the city I
		 kind of lose that sense of self. I have to make time
		 for solitude.
• I think Aboriginal youth are the best people you’ll
		 ever meet because they have knowledge about
		 Native culture.

Objective 2.1: Increase the integration of Aboriginal
content across all curricular areas K–12
Student Perceptions of Aboriginal content in K–12
curricula (2013–14 Surrey Aboriginal Survey)
• 80% of elementary and 85% secondary Aboriginal
		 learners see Aboriginal history, knowledge and culture
		 being represented in their school a lot or sometimes
• 75% of elementary and 78% of secondary Aboriginal
		 learners see Aboriginal history, knowledge and
		 culture being represented in their classroom a lot
		 or sometimes
• Ministry data shows 69% of Surrey’s Aboriginal
		 elementary and 33% of Aboriginal secondary
		 students see Aboriginal history, knowledge and culture
		 represented in their school all or much of the time
Parent Perceptions of Aboriginal content in K–12
curricula (2013–14 Surrey Aboriginal Survey)
• 77% of Aboriginal parents believe Aboriginal history,
		 knowledge and culture is represented in their child’s
		 school a lot or sometimes
• 70% of Aboriginal parents believe Aboriginal history,
		 knowledge and culture is represented in their child’s
		 classroom a lot or sometimes
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Top: Eleanor Harry and Alvin Myhre, Elders’ Tea
Middle: Families enjoy learning stations at
Bannock and Books
Bottom: Playing with clay during imagination
time at Bannock and Books
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Teacher Perceptions of Aboriginal content in K–12
curricula (2013–14 Surrey Aboriginal Survey)
Survey data on Teacher perceptions of Aboriginal curricular
integration is unavailable due to district job action.
Highlights of curricular integration as provided by
Aboriginal Teacher Advocates working within 16 of 20
Secondary School and 5 Learning Centre sites include but
are not exclusive to:
• Aboriginal Teacher Advocates worked with some
		 classroom teachers on strategies to imbed Aboriginal
		 content into main stream coursework
• Some classroom teachers used Aboriginal story
		 telling to introduce and/or promote short story
		 writing in English
• Truth and Reconciliation topics were explored
		 within some mainstream history classes
• Aboriginal language was used to play bingo within
		 some French classes
• B.C.’s “Missing Women” issues were explored
		 through art, history and English course work in
		 one school
• Aboriginal content (language, art, music and history)
		 was woven into school assembly programs within
		 many schools

• 247 Aboriginal students engaged in activities that
		 increased their knowledge and understanding of
		 Aboriginal history, traditions and culture
• 231 Aboriginal students participated in projects that
		 targeted growth in academic performance
Aboriginal Services, together with Surrey’s CommunitySchools Partnership, fostered a number of Aboriginal
cultural connections. This initiative created 421 Aboriginal
student opportunities to explore leadership, social
engagement in urban Aboriginal issues, Aboriginal culture
and language preservation, and Aboriginal life styles and
wellness strategies.
Research evidence suggests increased awareness and
understanding of Aboriginal history, traditions, and culture
has a positive effect on educational outcomes for all
students. Students who have a positive personal cultural
identity are more likely to be confident, able to self
regulate, and to succeed academically.

Objective 2.2: Increase learner participation rates in
First Nations Studies 12, English First Peoples 10, 11,
and 12 by 10%.
BCeSis Data:
CHART 2: Learner participation in FN Studies 12

2013–14 Aboriginal Education Staff Initiatives provided
Aboriginal content within Surrey’s K–12 curricula.
Aboriginal District Cultural Facilitators
Nine District Aboriginal Cultural Facilitators provided
1500 enhancement presentations to more than 23,000
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal learners. Students explored
art, literacy and environmental issues through an Aboriginal
lens. Some of the many topics offered included:
• Aboriginal Technology
• Pictograph Stories
• Artifacts
• First Nations Government
• Residential Schools
• Trading
• Métis Jigging
Teacher-Led Special Projects
Through Year One of the AEEA, Surrey’s Aboriginal
Education Services supported a number of Aboriginal
Enhancement Projects. More than 800 Aboriginal learners
explored AEEA goals through an Aboriginal lens. Project
participation rates/foci included the following:
• 159 Aboriginal students took part in activities that
		 contributed to a positive sense of belonging
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Data indicates that Aboriginal Services will need to work
with secondary administration and counselors to explore
increasing Aboriginal learner participation rates in FN
Studies 12.
District Data (2010–2014) on English First Peoples
Course Enrolment:

2010–11: 23 students enrolled in English First

		

Peoples 12

2011–12: No students were enrolled in any English

		

First Peoples courses at any grade level

2012–13: 53 students enrolled in English First

		

Peoples 10

2013–14: 15 students enrolled in English First

		

Peoples 11
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At this writing there were 37 students enrolled in English
First Peoples 10 and 20 students in English First Peoples 12.
Aboriginal Education Services, (together with secondary
administration and staff) will look at structural issues that
may support increased enrolment in these programs.

GOAL 3: INCREASE
ACHIEVEMENT OF
ABORIGINAL LEARNERS
Aboriginal Student Reflections
• I want to graduate.
• I believe I can achieve my choice of career.
• I am going to break the cycle. I am going to
		 university and become a Youth Care Worker.

Objective 3.1: Increase acquisition of phonological skills
at the Kindergarten level
CHART 3: Percent successful on the ELPATS (Kindergarten)

Top: Raven Club, Frank Hurt after-school program,
supported by Community-School Partnership
Middle: Story time at Bannock and Books with
Pam Green, StrongStart Facilitator
Bottom: Bannocks and Books

Results at Kindergarten measured by the ELPATS (Early
Literacy Phonemic Awareness Test - Surrey) continue to
demonstrate that Aboriginal students make strong gains in
reading readiness with targeted interventions. Aboriginal
student growth is equal with non-Aboriginal students. The
authors surmise that the overall decline in the number of
both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal students being tested
in the last two years may be in part due to district job action.

Objective 3.2: Increase Grade 1 reading performance by
3% annually
No Grade 1 performance data in reading was available at
the school level in 2013–14.
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Objective 3.3 Increase Grades 1 through 7 reading
performance by 3% annually

Objective 3.4: Increase Early Numeracy skills at K/1 by
3% annually

CHART 4: Percent meeting to exceeding expectations FSA Reading Grade 4

CHART 6: What Do They Know (WDTK) data shows the fall to spring percentage change
in Aboriginal learners who demonstrate at-risk numeracy skills in Grades K and 1.

Objective not met. A drop of 3% in grade 4 Reading
is noted, as is a gap of 14% between Aboriginal and
all students.
CHART 5: Percent meeting to exceeding expectations FSA Reading Grade 7

Objective met. Aboriginal learners make significant gains
through early intervention in numeracy.

Objective 3.5: Increase Grade 1 – 7 Aboriginal learner
numeracy by 3% annually
CHART 7: Percent meeting to exceeding expectations FSA Numeracy Grade 4

Objective not met. A drop of 10% in Reading at grade 7
is noted, as is a gap of 14% between Aboriginal and
all students.
Interpretation of FSA data must be done in consideration
of the fact that more than one third of Surrey’s Aboriginal
learners do not participate in this assessment.

Objective not met. A drop of 9% in Numeracy at grade 4 is
noted, as is a gap of 28% between Aboriginal and all students.

Left: Math Catchers students at W.E. Kinvig learn that math is everywhere
Right: More Math Catchers students explore mobius strips
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CHART 8: Percent meeting to exceeding expectations FSA Numeracy Grade 7

Objective 3.7: Increase the percentage of Aboriginal
learners successfully completing English 12 and English
12 First Peoples by 3% annually
CHART 11: Percentage of Aboriginal learners participating in English 12

Objective not met. A drop of 9% in Grade 7 Numeracy is
noted, as is a gap of 22% between Aboriginal and all students.

Objective 3.6: Increase by 3% annually the number of
Aboriginal learners successfully completing English 8
and Math 8

* Of note is the fact that in having Aboriginal students
eligible to participate in English 12 they must first
successfully have completed English 10.
CHART 12: Percent of learners achieving a pass (C- or better) on English 10

CHART 9: Participation and Success Rate for Aboriginal Students in Grade 8
English/Humanities

Results show an average success rate of 97% for Aboriginal
learners enrolled in Grade 8 English/Humanities 8 over the
past four years.
CHART 10: Participation and Success Rate for Aboriginal Students in Grade 8 Math

Results show an average success rate of 78% for Aboriginal
learners enrolled in Grade 8 Math over the past four years.
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While a drop of 3% in English 10 performance is noted for
Year One, as well as a gap of 6% between Aboriginal and
all learners, the percentage of both Aboriginal and NonAboriginal learners achieving C+ or better in English 10
was 69%. This is an increase of 16% on behalf of
Aboriginal learners.
CHART 13: Aboriginal Students in Communications 11 Versus English 11
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CHART 14: Non-Aboriginal Students in Communications 11 Versus English 11

with a Certificate of Graduation and is NOT the inverse of
a “dropout rate” as students may graduate after the
six-year period.

Objective 3.9: Increase transition rates for grades 10 to
11 by 3% annually
CHART 17: School District #36 Transition Rates from Grade 10 to Grade 11

The ratio of learners enrolling in a less rigorous English
program is significantly higher for Aboriginal versus
non-Aboriginal students.
CHART 15: Percent of Aboriginal learners achieving a pass (C- or better) on English 12

Objective met. Successful Aboriginal student transition has
consistently risen over the past 5 years.
Despite a gain in the transition rate for Aboriginal students
at grade 10 (considered a vulnerable time) a significant
gap (15%) exists between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
students successfully progressing to grade 12. The Surrey
School District is following its 2013–14 Grade 8 Aboriginal
cohort in an effort to further increase their six-year
Dogwood completion rate.

Objective 3.10: Increase the percentage of Grade 12
learners with plans to continue on to post secondary
schools, institutes, or trades programs by 3% annually
Results for Aboriginal students achieving a pass (C- or better)
are consistently above 97% and at or above the rate for all
students. It should be noted that in 2013/14 more than half
(57%) of Aboriginal students achieved a C+ or better in
English 12 compared to all students (71%), a gap of 14%.

Objective 3.8: Increase the Six-Year Dogwood
completion rate by 3% annually
CHART 16: Surrey Six-Year Aboriginal Graduation Percentage

Objective met. Surrey’s six-year Aboriginal graduation rate
has increased by 13% over last year. We will look more
closely at the discrepancy between female (69%) and male
(53%) Aboriginal graduation rates in the coming year.
The six-year completion rate is the percent of Grade 8
students including adult education students who graduate
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Surrey Aboriginal Student Exit Survey Data:
• Fifty-eight (58%) percent of Surrey’s graduating
		 grade 12 learners reported an intention to attend a
		 post secondary learning institution on their 2014
		 Student Exit Survey
• Ministry data indicates that 2% of Surrey’s Aboriginal
		 and 4% of its non- Aboriginal Grade 12 learners
		 register for post secondary institutions
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DATA HIGHLIGHTS
• 98% of elementary and 94% of secondary Aboriginal
learners feel good about themselves a lot or sometimes.
• 98% of elementary and 97% of secondary Aboriginal
learners feel connected to two or more adults at school
a lot or sometimes.
• FSA results for Aboriginal learners show a decrease in
reading performance and an increase in the gap
between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal students. In
contrast to the non-Aboriginal student population the
Aboriginal participation rate in this assessment has
declined over the past five years.
• The number of Aboriginal Kindergarten learners reported
to have achieved “ready-to-read” status is on par with
non-Aboriginal Kindergarten learners.
• While 97% of Aboriginal learners are successful in
English/Humanities 8 only 78% are successful in Math 8.
• The number of Aboriginal students “passing” English 12
has been above 97% for five years yet a 14% gap
remains between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
learners achieving a C+ or better.
• The Aboriginal transition rate from Grade ten to eleven
has consistently risen over the past 5 years yet a
significant gap remains between Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal learners in this measure.
• More than 23,000 Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
students participated in over 1,500 cultural presentations.
• Over the past five years, there has been a 16% increase
in the number of Aboriginal students successfully
progressing from grade 10 to 11, however, a gap of
9% remains between Aboriginal (82%) and
non-Aboriginal (91%).
• There has been a significant gain (13%) in the
completion rate on behalf of Aboriginal students, this
includes Aboriginal adult students completing their
requirements within six years of entering Grade 8.
• A significant gap (21%) remains between Aboriginal
(61%) and non-Aboriginal (89%) learners completing
Grade 12 within six years of starting grade 8 for the
first time.
• Students surveyed in 2013–14 expressed a very strong
sense of belonging within our district’s schools.
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Top: Spindle Whorl with Betty Huff Kaapulk
and Sessiylam (Ray) of Squamish First Nation
Bottom: Parents at Bannock and Books are
encouraged to enjoy the Puzzle Station and
other learning stations with their children
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MOVING FORWARD
• Explore the inclusion of school
based Literacy and Math performance
data at Grades 1, 4 and 7 in
response to low FSA Aboriginal
student participation rates
• Continue to align District Aboriginal
Education services with its vision
to have every Aboriginal learner
graduate with dignity, purpose
and options
• Continue to employ inquiry
processes that support Aboriginal
education at the district and
school levels (Example: Aboriginal
Enhancement Schools Network)
• Continue district initiatives that
strengthen positive Aboriginal
identity, contribute to a wholesome
sense of belonging and focus on
academic achievement
(e.g. Windspeaker)

• Continue to increase Aboriginal
content across all curricular areas
• Continue to support early
intervention strategies in literacy
(e.g. Little Eaglets)
• Continue to identify and support
strength based approaches that
support literacy and numeracy
(e.g. Bannock and Books)
• Encourage and assist educators
incorporating First Peoples’
Principles of Learning into their
schools and classrooms
• Explore potential issues surrounding
low Aboriginal performance in
Math 8
• Examine the issues surrounding
the discrepancy between female
(69%) and male (53%) Aboriginal
six-year graduation rates

• Work with secondary administration,
counselors and English departments
to explore structures that will
support an increased enrolment in
FN English programs
• Work with secondary administration,
counselors and English departments
to increase Aboriginal learner
participation rates within English 10
(versus Communications 10)
• Explore strategies and structures
to track individual student
transitions from Home to School,
Grade 7 to Grade 8 and Grade 8
to Graduation
• Continue to inform our work
through the exploration of district
cohort groups

• Continue to provide cultural
enhancement for all students

Left: Beading Station at Bannock and Books
Right: Learning about the pow wow drum at Bannock and Books
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